Objections to the nominations of Electoral College of AKFI
Submitted by Mr. B.S Nagar, Advocate

Objections against nominations received from Delhi State Kabaddi Association (DSKA) have already been heard and disposed off. Mr. B.S Nagar advocate claiming himself to be concerned for a group of veteran Kabaddi Players also sent his representation dated 22.11.2018 by e-mail. Hearing on this representation was fixed for 29.12.2018 but Mr. Nagar did not turn up, nor did he convey any further request for hearing on his representation. The substance of his representation is that all Sports Bodies in the country should be governed by the Guidelines laid down/ issued by Ministry of Sports and Youth Affairs, Government of India and finally the National Sports Development Code of India be the guiding factor for all NSFs as well its all affiliated bodies.

The matter has already been considered while deciding objections of affiliated State Associations of AKFI including the Delhi State Kabaddi Association (DSKA).

The objections are disposed off in terms of the observations above.
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